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Abstract Preferential flow dominates water movement and solute transport in boreal forest hillslopes.
However, only a few model applications to date have accounted for preferential flow at forest sites. Here we
present a parallel and coupled simulation of flow and transport processes in the preferential flow domain
and soil matrix of a forested hillslope section in Kangaslampi, Finland, using a new, three-dimensional,
physically based dual-permeability model. Our aim is to simulate lateral subsurface stormflow and solute
transport at the slope during a chloride tracer experiment, and to investigate the role of preferential flow in
the tracer transport. The model was able to mimic the observed tracer transport during tracer irrigation, but
overestimated the dilution velocity of the tracer plume in the highly conductive soil horizons near the soil
surface after changing the irrigation to tracer-free water. According to the model, 140 times more chloride
was transported downslope in the preferential flow domain than in the soil matrix during the tracer irriga-
tion. The simulations showed, together with reference simulations with a traditional one pore domain
model, that a two pore domain approach was required to simulate the observed flow and transport event.
The event was characterized by the transmissivity feedback phenomenon and controlled by preferential
flow mechanisms, in particular by lateral by-pass flow. According to our results, accounting for the slow-
flow and fast-flow domains of soil, as well as the water and solute exchange between the domains, is essen-
tial for a successful simulation of flow and solute transport in preferential flow dominated hillslopes.

1. Introduction

Preferential flow paths influence water flow and solute transport in forested hillslopes [e.g., Uchida et al.,
2005]. These flow paths are networks of large pores (i.e., macropores), soil pipes, and other void spaces in
soil that are typically formed by soil fauna, live roots, decayed root channels, and tree stems, as well as by
erosive actions and freezing-thawing phenomena [Aubertin, 1971; Beven and Germann, 1982, 2013; Koch
et al., 2013]. Preferential flow controls the vertical infiltration of water and solutes into soil, as well as the lat-
eral movement of water and solutes along hillslopes toward streams and catchment outlets [e.g., Klaus
et al., 2013]. Preferential flow may either accelerate or delay the movement of dissolved matter, depending
upon the prestorm spatial distribution of the matter compared to the locations of the preferential flow
paths [Allaire et al., 2009].

Runoff from forested hillslopes to streams typically takes place via subsurface routes [Bachmair and Weiler,
2011]. Flow through preferential pathways enhances the infiltration of water into soil, it can displace older
water stored in the soil matrix deeper into the soil or move it toward the streams [e.g., Mosley, 1979; Pearce
et al., 1986; McDonnell, 1990], and generate fast lateral subsurface stormflow along hillslopes, for instance,
due to the transmissivity feedback phenomenon [e.g., Bishop, 1991]. In till mantled forested hillslopes, the
fraction of event water may be greater for wet antecedent moisture conditions, and event water may even
dominate the runoff signature during large storm events [e.g., Lepist€o et al., 1994]. The interactions between
the soil matrix and hillslope preferential flow systems influence the ability of forest soil to retain, release,
and transport nutrients under different soil moisture conditions [Backn€as et al., 2012].

Despite the increasing knowledge on runoff from forested hillslopes, hillslope-scale lateral flow, and solute
transport are still poorly measured and modeled. Traditional models, based on the Darcy-Richards approach
[Richards, 1931], describe the soil pore space as one pore domain. They often fail in reproducing the real
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subsurface flow and transport events because only preferred fractions of the total soil pore space control
the flow and transport [e.g., Espeby, 1989; Jansson et al., 2005; James et al., 2010]. For instance, at the Panola
Mountain Experimental Hillslope in Georgia, Hopp and McDonnell [2009] and James et al. [2010] used tradi-
tional Dacry-Richards models that were only able to represent half of the measured hillslope discharge; the
other half was lateral pipe flow that could not be simulated by the model if internal pore pressure dynamics
were used as an evaluation criteria. Many have argued that two pore domains are needed in computational
models to describe subsurface stormflow in forest soils [e.g., Weiler and McDonnell, 2007].

A number of two pore domain models have been developed to divide the soil pore space into slow-flow
and fast-flow regimes [e.g., Gerke and van Genuchten, 1993a, 1993b; �Simůnek et al., 1999, 2012; Vogel et al.,
2000; Jansson and Karlsberg, 2001; Larsbo and Jarvis, 2003; Ray et al., 2004; Gerke et al., 2007; Laine-Kaulio,
2011; Warsta, 2011; Du�sek et al., 2012]. The models represent different combinations of governing equations
for flow in the preferential flow domain (e.g., Richards’ equation or kinematic wave equation), mathematical
descriptions of the exchange of water, and solutes between the pore domains (e.g., dependency on the
moisture status of the preferential flow domain or on the moisture status of both pore domains), flow
dimensions (i.e., 1-D, 2-D, or 3-D flow), model type (dual-porosity or dual-permeability approach), and
numerical solution methods and algorithms used (e.g., control difference, finite volume, or control volume
method) [e.g., Gerke, 2006].

Almost all available applications of the two pore domain models to date are for agricultural sites [e.g.,
G€arden€as et al., 2006; K€ohne et al., 2006; Vogel et al., 2007; Du�sek et al., 2010; Warsta et al., 2013]. The few
studies that have applied two pore domain models in forest sites include early work by Espeby [1989] for a
small forested catchment in Sweden using the SOIL model (developed originally by Jansson and Halldin
[1979]) and more recent work by Jansson et al. [2005] in the same site with a new version of the SOIL model,
COUP [Jansson and Karlsberg, 2001]. These 1-D models use a simple by-pass routine for preferential flow.
More detailed, physically based, 1-D, dual-permeability simulations have recently been conducted in the
Czech Republic for discharge estimations from a forested hillside [e.g., Dohnal et al., 2012; Du�sek et al.,
2012]. While more complex 3-D approaches have been conducted for forested hillslopes in, e.g., Georgia,
USA [e.g., Hopp and McDonnell, 2009; James et al., 2010], and Oregon, USA [Ebel et al., 2008], none have yet
incorporated two pore domains for 3-D simulations of subsurface flow and solute transport in preferential
flow dominated hillslopes.

Assessment of the structural adequacy of two pore domain models for forested hillslopes is restricted by
the limited data availability for model parameterization, calibration, and validation [e.g., Arora et al., 2012].
Means to restrict the number of calibrated parameter values improves the assessment of the structural com-
petence of a model. In addition, manipulation experiments producing data on solute concentrations can
provide powerful means to test model structures by isolating individual flow mechanisms [Kirchner, 2006].
While Iorgulescu et al. [2005] and Vach�e and McDonnell [2006] have shown the importance of natural iso-
topic tracer data for streamflow generation simulations, high-frequency chemical data on runoff generation
are rare and have not been widely used for model evaluation [Kirchner et al., 2004; Kirchner, 2006]. New
measurements, as well as advances in using them to reduce model and parameter uncertainty, are crucial
for the development of hydrological models [McDonnell and Tanaka, 2001; McDonnell and Beven, 2014].

Here we apply a new, 3-D, physically based dual-permeability model to a forested hillslope section in Kan-
gaslampi, Eastern Finland. Our objective is to simulate lateral subsurface stormflow and solute transport in
the slope during a chloride tracer experiment, to investigate the role of preferential flow in the flow and
transport event, and to describe and quantify with the model the lateral tracer transport along the slope.
Our hypothesis is that a two pore domain approach is required for simulating the observed event. The use
of our own source code makes it possible to modify the model and investigate the water and solute fluxes
in and between the pore domains.

2. Material and Methods

2.1. Study Site
The Kangaslampi experimental hillslope is located in Eastern Finland (Figure 1a). It belongs to the middle
boreal forest zone and is classified as Vaccinium-Myrtillus type according to the Finnish forest type classifi-
cation [Cajander, 1949; Mikola, 1982]. The long-term (1971–2000) mean annual air temperature is 11.9�C
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and the mean annual precipitation is 564 mm with approximately 200 mm in the form of snow [Piirainen
et al., 2007]. About half of the annual precipitation generates runoff, and the main yearly runoff event is
induced by spring snowmelt. Topography is characterized by gently sloping hills that are surrounded by
riparian areas, ponds, and small lakes.

The present study concentrated on a 15 m long section in the midslope area of the hillslope. Within this sec-
tion, the mean slope was about 15% and the thickness of the mineral soil profile above bedrock was 69–
116 cm. The soil type was haplic podzol with sandy till as the parent material [Food and Agriculture Organi-
zation (FAO), 1988], representing the most common soils in Finland. The podzol profile consisted of eluvial
(E), illuvial (B), transitional (BC), and subsoil (C) horizons (Table 1), and the forest floor consisted of a 10 cm
thick organic litter and mor humus layer (O). The B-horizon was partially cemented due to the formation of
Ortstein by illuviated sesquioxides and organic matter. The bedrock was formed of gneiss granite and gran-
odiorite and it was nearly impervious with minor fractures.

The field layer vegetation consisted of dwarf shrubs (Vaccinium vitisidaea L., V. myrtillus L., and Empetrum
nigrum), and feather mosses (Pleurozium schreberi) dominated the bottom layer. The mixed, coniferous for-
est was approximately 70 years old, composing of Norway spruce (Picea abies Karsten, 55%), Scots pine
(Pinus sylvestris L., 28%), and white birch (Betula pubescens Ehrh., 17%). The mean tree height was 20 m and
the mean volume 273 m3 ha21. Prior to the tracer experiment (section 2.2), the mineral soil column had not
been treated or disturbed by forestry practices. The tree stand had been regularly thinned during the past
but had no detectable impact on the soil.

2.2. Chloride Tracer Experiment
Data describing lateral subsurface stormflow and solute transport were compiled from a chloride tracer
experiment that was conducted for applying a dual-permeability model to a forest site [Laine-Kaulio, 2011].

Figure 1. (a) Location of Kangaslampi in Finland, (b) map of the tracer experiment site, and (c) cross profile of the experimental hillslope
section at the initial state of the experiment, following the centerline of the observation well field from the irrigation tube toward the
trench.

Table 1. Soil Physical Properties: Mean Value (Measured Range, Sample Size)a,b,c

Soil Horizon Thickness (cm)
Parent Material,

Texture
Stone

Content (m3 m23)
Pore Volume

(m3 m23)
Pore Volume

Excl. Stones (m3 m23)

E 9 (5–14, 20) ST (Si-G, 4) 0.34 (0.20–0.48, 10) 0.49 (0.40–0.61, 11) 0.32 (0.21–0.49)
B 14 (8–20, 20) ST (S-G, 5) 0.30 (0.18–0.42, 10) 0.47 (0.30–0.57, 11) 0.33 (0.17–0.47)
BC 17 (8–30, 20) ST (S-G, 5) 0.17 (0.10–0.24, 10) 0.40 (0.37–0.42, 9) 0.33 (0.28–0.38)
C 40 (28–52, 20) ST (S, 5) 0.09 (0.05–0.12, 10) 0.34 (0.29–0.39, 6) 0.31 (0.26–0.37)

aFor soil texture: G 5 gravelly, S 5 sandy, Si 5 silty, T 5 till.
bPore volumes apply to soil cores, height 1.5–7.0 cm, diameter 3.8–5.4 cm.
cVariation of pore volume excl. stones derived from variations of stone content and pore volume data.
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In the experiment, a perforated irrigation tube,
connected to water tanks, was placed at the
upslope edge of the experimental hillslope
section that was instrumented with observa-
tion wells (Figure 1b). The slope was first irri-
gated with tracer-free water through the tube
to create initial moisture conditions for the
tracer experiment, where the upper part of the
hillslope section was wet and the lower part

was dry (Figure 1c). This was to investigate the lateral migration of the tracer plume in different antecedent
soil moisture conditions.

The initial irrigation period was started 21 h before the tracer experiment and lasted for 2 h; the irrigated
water volume was about 1.4 m3. Before the initial irrigation, the soil at the hillslope was rather dry (degree
of saturation 25–45%). During the irrigation, the soil saturated up to the E-horizon at a length of about 3 m
downslope from the irrigation tube (Figure 1c). After the initial irrigation was stopped, the water table fell,
and when the tracer irrigation was started the next day, no water table was observed above the bedrock.
The measured degrees of saturation at the beginning of the tracer experiment are presented in Table 2.
Between the moist and dry parts of the experimental hillslope section (Table 2 and Figure 1c), the degree of
saturation was estimated to drop linearly.

In the tracer experiment on 6 September 2005, a volume of approximately 0.8 m3 of 698 mg L21 chloride
solution was applied to the soil during 1 h 20 min (11:40–13:00) through the perforated tube (Figure 1b).
The 698 mg L21 concentration was about 32-fold compared to the natural chloride concentration measured
in the soil water (i.e., 22 mg L21). During the following 2 h 10 min (13:00–15:10), the irrigation was contin-
ued with 1.3 m3 of tracer-free water. However, the last 0.5 m3 of the irrigation water contained small
amounts of tracer (78 mg L21) because the last tank used for irrigation was used earlier for storing tracer
solution and it contained remains of the tracer. The area where the irrigation spread under the irrigation
tube was about 2 m2. Thus, the average infiltration to soil during the irrigation was 295 mm h21. If the irri-
gated water volume is divided by the whole area of about 50 m2 where a water table was formed in soil
above the bedrock during the experiment, the irrigation corresponded to a rainfall event of 41 mm.

During the irrigation and for 3 h 40 min afterward, water table and chloride concentration were recorded in
the observation wells (outside diameter 40 mm, inside diameter 31 mm). The wells were screened, and the
screen holes were 0.3 mm high, 30–40 mm wide and their vertical spacing was 2 mm. Chloride concentra-
tions were systematically recorded at two depths in the wells, i.e., at the level corresponding to the E-
horizon and B-horizon, and the level corresponding to the BC-horizon and C-horizon. Analysis of the
concentrations implied that water in the wells changed fast due to a fast in-/outflow to/from the wells
through the screen holes, water entering the wells was mainly irrigation water that by-passed the water in
the soil matrix, and depth distributions of chloride concentrations in the wells reflected the vertical concen-
tration distributions in the preferential flow domain in the surrounding soil profile [Laine-Kaulio, 2011].
Therefore, the concentration measurements represented the preferential flow domain. Data on the concen-
tration status of the soil matrix were not available.

The irrigation caused an almost vertical saturation front that proceeded downslope along the centerline
reaching one observation well after another. When the front reached a well, the water table in the well
quickly rose up to the E-horizon. The water table did not reach the O layer, and no surface runoff was
observed. Figure 2 shows the observed chloride concentration and water table along the centerline of the
observation well field (cf. Figures 1b and 1c). The chloride plume is interpolated from the concentration
measurements.

During the tracer irrigation, the migration velocity of the front was about 3 m h21 within the initially wet,
upper part of the experimental hillslope section (Figures 2a and 2b), and concentration levels correspond-
ing to the irrigated tracer solution were found as far as 3 m from the irrigation source (Figure 2b). The irriga-
tion was changed to tracer-free water at the same time as the saturation front reached the initially drier
part of the slope. Thus, the migration velocity of the saturation front reduced to 0.5 m h21 and concentra-
tion levels dropped remarkably at the same time (Figures 2c and 2d). Already 1 h after changing the

Table 2. Degree of Saturation [m3 m23] at the Beginning of Tracer
Irrigation Within the Moist and Dry Parts of the Experimental Hillslope
Section (Figure 1c)

Soil Horizon Moist Part Dry Part

E 0.64 (0.50–0.78) 0.29 (0.25–0.33)
B 0.79 (0.70–0.88) 0.42 (0.38–0.45)
BC 0.79 (0.67–0.91) 0.30 (0.27–0.33)
C 0.90 (0.84–0.96) 0.36 (0.33–0.39)
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irrigation to tracer-free water, concentra-
tions corresponding to the tracer-free
water were found approximately 1 m
from the irrigation source (Figure 2c).

During the dilution period, the maximum
chloride concentration was recorded at a
distance of about 2 m from the irrigation
source (Figures 2c–2f). At the end of the
observation period, the maximum con-
centration was 28% of the irrigated maxi-
mum value (Figure 2f). When the soil
profile started to drain after irrigation,
matrix water started to enter the observa-
tion wells as a consequence of the deacti-
vation of preferential by-pass flow. Due
to the falling water table, concentrations
in the E-horizon and B-horizon at the end
of the observation period were estimated
based on the observed dilution velocity
between 15:10 and 16:30. This introduces
uncertainty into our characterization of
the final chloride plume (Figure 2f).

2.3. Dual-Permeability Model
2.3.1. Mathematical Description of
Water Flow
Simulation of water flow in the two pore
domain soil system was based on the fol-
lowing partial differential equation (PDE)
[Gerke and van Genuchten, 1993a]:

Cd @h=@tð Þ5r KrHð Þ6 S 6 Cw (1)

where Cd is the differential moisture
capacity [L21], h is the pressure head [L], t
is the time [T], K is the unsaturated
hydraulic conductivity function [LT21], H
is the hydraulic head [L], S is the sink/
source from/into the system [L3L23T21],
and Cw is the exchange of water

[L3L23T21] between the two pore domains. The sign of Cw is positive when calculating flow in the soil
matrix with equation (1) and negative when using the equation for the preferential flow domain. H can be
calculated from h with the following equation:

H5h1z (2)

where z is the elevation head [L]. When calculating the temporal change in pressure head at an arbitrary
point, @h=@t is equal to, and can be replaced with @H=@t because the elevation head of the point does not
change.

In the majority of studies on dual-permeability models, the model has been parameterized so that both
pore domains alone covered the whole pore space in soil. This has led to the use of a scaling factor describ-
ing the ratio of the porosity of the preferential flow domain and total porosity in soil [e.g., Gerke and van
Genuchten, 1993a, 1993b; �Simůnek et al., 2003; Ray et al., 2004; Gerke et al., 2007]. In the present study, the
parameter values were directly scaled (section 2.4). Thus, no separate scaling factor was needed, and the
exchange was calculated with the following equation:

Figure 2. (a) Chloride concentration and water table in the soil profile along
the experimental hillslope section at 12:00, 20 min after the initiation of tracer
irrigation, (b) at 13:00, 1 h 20 min after the initiation of tracer irrigation, (c) at
14:00, 1 h after changing the irrigation to tracer-free water, (d) at 15:10, 2 h 10
min after changing the irrigation to tracer-free water, (e) at 16:30, 1 h 20 min
after the irrigation was stopped, and (f) at 18:50, 3 h 40 min after the irrigation
was stopped.
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Cw5aw hp2hm
� �

(3)

where the subindices p and m refer to the preferential flow domain and to the soil matrix, respectively, and
aw is the first-order water transfer coefficient [L21T21] between the pore domains. aw was determined fol-
lowing Gerke and van Genuchten [1993a]:

aw5
b

a2
Kacw (4)

where b is a factor describing the geometry of the aggregates [–], a is the characteristic half width [L] of the
matrix block, cw is an empirical coefficient [–], and Ka is the effective hydraulic conductivity [LT21] at the
preferential flow domain-matrix interface. In the present study, a, b, and cw were lumped into one parame-
ter awl [L22] to reduce the number of calibrated model parameters. Thus, aw only consisted of one lumped
coefficient awl and the average hydraulic conductivity between the pore domains Ka [Ray et al., 1997]:

Cw5awlKa hp2hm
� �

(5)

Ka was calculated as the arithmetic mean of hydraulic conductivities in the preferential flow domain and
soil matrix.

Soil moisture h [L3L23] was connected to the pressure head using the model by van Genuchten [1980]:

h5hR1
hS2hR

11 ajhjð Þb
h i 121

bð Þ (6)

where hS and hR are the saturated and residual water contents [L3L23], respectively, and a [L21] and b [–] are
the shape parameters of the model. Following van Genuchten [1980], parameters a and b were used to link
K to h using:

K5KSS
1
2ð Þ

e 12 12S
1
bð Þ

e

� �b
( )2

(7)

where KS is the saturated hydraulic conductivity [LT21] and Se is the degree of saturation [–].

2.3.2. Mathematical Description of Solute Transport
The two pore domain version of the advection-dispersion equation [Gerke and van Genuchten, 1993a] was
derived in the similar manner as the flow equation so that no scaling factor was needed. We used the fol-
lowing equation:

@ hCð Þ
@t

5r Dr hCð Þ½ �2vr hCð Þ6 Ss 6 Cs (8)

where C is the concentration [ML23], D is the dispersion coefficient [L2T21] that sums up diffusion and dis-
persion, v is the pore water velocity [LT21], Ss is the sink/source of solute from/into the system [MT21], and
Us is the term that describes the solute exchange [ML23T21] between the pore domains. The sign of Cs is
positive when calculating transport in the soil matrix with the equation and negative when using the equa-
tion for the preferential flow domain.

The dispersion coefficient was calculated using the following equation [Rausch et al., 2005]:

Dn5a�1aL
v2

L

jvj1aT1
v2

T1

jvj 1aT2
v2

T2

jvj (9)

where a* is the constant diffusion term [L2T21], aL is the longitudinal dispersivity [L], aT is the transverse dis-
persivity [L], vL is the longitudinal flow velocity [L], vT1 and vT2 are the transverse flow velocities [LT21], and
|v| is the magnitude of the flow velocity [LT21]. |v| was calculated using the following equation:

jvj5
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
v2

x 1v2
y 1v2

z

q
(10)

where vx is the flow velocity in the x direction, vy in the y direction, and vz in the z direction.
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The numerical solution of equation (8) causes numerical dispersion:

dn5vDx=2 (11)

where dn is the numerical dispersion [L2T21] and Dx is the spatial discretization step [L] of the numerical
solution of the model (section 2.3.3). In order to remove the bias caused by numerical dispersion, numerical
dispersion (equation (11)) was subtracted from the dispersion estimate (equation (9)) following van Gen-
uchten and Gray [1978].

Gerke and van Genuchten [1993a] determined the solute exchange term Us so that the exchange consisted
of advective and diffusive solute exchange between the pore domains. In the present study, the exchange
was assumed to be advection-driven during the short stormflow event, and the term was simplified to the
following form:

CS5 12dð Þawl Ka Hp2Hm
� �

Cp1dawl Ka Hp2Hm
� �

Cm (12)

where d is the flow direction switch [–] that has a value of zero when the flow direction is from the preferen-
tial domain to the soil matrix, and in the opposite case, d is one:

d50; Hp2Hm

� �
� 0

d51; Hp2Hm

� �
< 0

8><
>: (13)

2.3.3. Computational Implementation of the Model
The model equations were programmed into an object-oriented simulation model with Java so that the
model can be run in a one or two pore domain mode. The spatial, numerical solution of the PDEs (equations
(1) and (8)) relied on the control volume method [e.g., Rausch et al., 2005], and the temporal solution of the
PDEs was implicit. The soil profile of the modeled hillslope section was divided into an unstructured grid of
control volumes, and H and C were integrated over the control volumes at each time step. The implicit solu-
tion led into iterative calculation, where the solutions of PDEs formed a set of linear equations, which were
solved using the tridiagonal Thomas’ algorithm [e.g., Wang and Anderson, 1982]. The algorithm was based
on solving the equations for a whole vertical column of grid cells at the same time with Gaussian elimina-
tion. In the lateral and horizontal directions, values of the variables in adjacent cells were taken from the
previous iteration step.

The numerical solution was performed for each time step in the following order. First, the state of H was
iterated with the Thomas algorithm for all vertical columns in the 3-D grid. When the iteration converged in
all cells, the values of H were set as the initial values for the iteration of H in the next time step. A value of
1024 cm was used as the convergence criterion for H. Second, values for the other variables, i.e., h, h, Cd,
and K were updated. The values of h were obtained from equation (2) and the values of h from equation (6).
Values of Cd were calculated using the difference quotient of soil moisture change versus pressure head
change during each time step in each grid cell [Karvonen, 1988]:

Cd5
ht112ht

ht112ht
(14)

The value of K in each grid cell was obtained from equation (7). When calculating flow and solute transport
from one cell to another, arithmetic mean of the K values of the cells in question was used at the cell inter-
face. Third, values of C were iterated with the Thomas algorithm, using a convergence criterion of 1024 lg
cm23. The procedure was repeated in the same manner at all time steps.

The calculation time step was 60 s, and the simulations were started from the beginning of the tracer irriga-
tion. The modeled area was bounded at a distance of 1 m above the irrigation source and 2 m below the
maximum distance that the chloride pulse reached during the experiment (Figures 1b and 2e). On both
sides, the modeled area was extended 0.7 m wider than the irrigation tube. The soil and bedrock surfaces
were interpolated from leveling data and soil depth data that were measured at the locations of the obser-
vation wells. The soil volume between the soil surface and bedrock was described as a sloping 3-D grid. The
grid spacing was 0.2 m in the x and y directions, and the grid consisted of 25 cells in the x direction and 45
cells in the y direction. In the z direction, the soil profile was divided into five layers. The thicknesses of the
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three topmost layers corresponded to the measured thicknesses of the E-horizon, B-horizon, and BC-
horizon (Table 1), and the two bottom layers together covered the thickness of the C-horizon.

The soil and bedrock surfaces had a no flow boundary condition because no surface runoff was observed
and the bedrock was nearly impermeable. The tracer irrigation was fed into the uppermost cell layer below
the irrigation tube by the source terms S and Ss (equations (1) and (8)). Ninety percent of the irrigation was
fed into the preferential flow domain and ten percent to the soil matrix. Test runs (not shown) indicated
that fractioning of the irrigation to the two pore domains did not affect the results when a rather high value
was used for the exchange coefficient awl (Table 5). The irrigation spread to every direction in soil in the 3-D
model, and the fraction of irrigation that flowed downslope along the centerline of the observation well
field was calculated with the model. The side boundaries (x and y direction) of the modeled area were set
partly open using the Neumann-type boundary conditions [e.g., Wang and Anderson, 1982] so that fluxes
out from the grid were allowed, but fluxes in were not allowed; the water or solute flux out from a cell at
the boundary was set equal to the flux entering the cell in the direction normal to the boundary.

The model program was tested against analytical solutions of the flow equation [Tracy, 1995] and transport
equation (Ogata and Banks [1961], as presented in Fetter [2001]), and the closure of the water and solute
balances within the calculation domain were verified during simulations. Consistency of the solution with
the chosen time step and grid spacing was confirmed by comparing the simulation results with results
obtained with a shorter time step and denser spatial grid spacing. Development and implementation of the
model program, as well as testing of the program, are presented in Laine-Kaulio [2011].

2.4. Principles for Model Parameterization and Evaluation
Table 3 shows the data available for model parameterization. Water retention data appointed to the prefer-
ential flow domain originate from soil cores with a substantial amount of macropores, whereas the water
retention data, as well as the KS values of the soil matrix originate from soil cores with a minor macropore
fraction [Laine-Kaulio, 2011]. hS values of the preferential flow domain are measured values of air capacity in
soil cores, corrected by the stone content data (cf. Table 1). Air capacity is the fraction of soil pore volume
that drains from a saturated soil sample during 24 h, providing an estimate for effective macroporosity of
soil (Burger [1922], cited in Germann and Beven [1981]). hS in the soil matrix is the difference between the
total porosity of soil, corrected by the stone content, and the air capacity. aL in the preferential flow domain
is 10% of the total travel distance [e.g., Spitz and Moreno, 1996], and the value of aT is 10% of the longitudi-
nal dispersivity (e.g., Klotz and Seiler [1980], Pickens and Grisak [1980], as cited in Rausch et al. [2005]). The
values of aL and aT in the soil matrix are 10% of their values in the preferential flow domain. The diffusivity
a* has a small nonzero value.

To limit the number of calibrated model parameters, the values of a subset of parameters were fixed to the
values presented in Table 3. They were a, b, and KS in the soil matrix, the sum of hS in the soil matrix, and hS

in the preferential flow domain, i.e., the total pore space of soil, and parameters related to dispersion in
both pore domains. Thus, the KS values in the preferential flow domain, fractioning of the total hS of soil to
hS in the preferential flow domain and hS in the soil matrix, as well as the value of awl between the pore

Table 3. van Genuchten [1980] Model Parameters Related to Average Water Retention Measurements and Air Capacity Measurements
in the Preferential Flow Domain (p); van Genuchten Model Parameters for Average Water Retention Measurements and Average of
Measured Saturated Hydraulic Conductivities in the Soil Matrix (m); Estimated Values of Dispersion Related Parameters in the Pore
Domainsa

Horizon,
Domain a (cm21) B hR (m3 m23) N(pF) hS (m3 m23) N(hS) KS (cm s21) N(KS) a* (cm2 s21) aL (cm) aT (cm)

Ep 0.080 1.380 0 6 0.042 2 1.0E-06 50 5
Bp 0.039 1.375 0 6 0.025 2 1.0E-06 50 5
BCp 0.032 1.440 0 2 0.019 2 1.0E-06 50 5
Cp 0.025 1.544 0 1 0.012 1 1.0E-06 50 5
Em 0.013 1.861 0 5 0.282 2 6.2E-04 4 1.0E-06 5 0.5
Bm 0.008 1.600 0.019 5 0.307 2 9.8E-04 5 1.0E-06 5 0.5
BCm 0.012 1.990 0.007 7 0.309 2 6.0E-04 4 1.0E-06 5 0.5
Cm 0.012 1.898 0 5 0.293 1 6.0E-04 4 1.0E-06 5 0.5

aN denotes sample size.
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domains were calibrated. awl was appointed a same value in the different soil horizons to reduce the num-
ber of calibrated parameter values. Because the exchange of water and solute between the pore domains
was controlled both by awl and KS values, different KS values in the soil horizons yielded a different water
and solute exchange.

The observed and simulated chloride concentrations provided clues to the origin of the water that flowed in
the two pore domains, something that an examination of water tables could not do. Therefore, calibration and
validation of the model were primarily based on comparing the measured chloride concentrations with the
simulated ones, using two goodness of fit measures: the coefficient of determination, R2, and the Nash-
Sutcliffe efficiency coefficient, RNS [for the definitions see, e.g., Seibert, 1999]. R2 describes the proportion of the
variance of the measured data that the modeled values explain, whereas RNS is a dimensionless transformation
of the sum of squared errors, and it accounts for the systematic bias in the modeled series [Seibert, 1999].

The concentration data at 13:00 and 15:10 (Figures 2b and 2d) were chosen for the model calibration because
they represent the migration of the saturation front both in the wet (13:00) and in the dry (15:10) part of the
slope, and they cover a longer distance downslope from the irrigation source than the time points 12:00 and
14:00 (Figures 2a and 2c). Data from 16:30 and 18:50 (Figures 2e and 2f) were not considered meaningful for
calibration because the water table had started to draw down. The concentration data at 12:00, 14:00, 16:30,
and 18:50 (Figures 2a, 2c, 2e, and 2f), as well as the water table data at all observation time points (Figures
2a–2f), were used for the model validation. After validating the model, different predictions produced by the
model were investigated. At the end, the results were compared to the results obtained from a traditional
one pore domain model and to the results from two pore domain simulations of a longer time period. The
one pore domain model was parameterized with average water retention data and the highest KS values cali-
brated with a groundwater model at the study site (Table 4) [Laine-Kaulio et al., 2009; Laine-Kaulio, 2011].

3. Results

3.1. Calibration
Model calibration against the concentration data at 13:00 and 15:10 led to the parameter values presented
in Table 5. The values of hS and awl were identified, but slightly different values of KS produced equally good
results. Figure 3 shows the simulation results related to the use of KS1 values and Figure 4 does so for the
KS2 values (cf. Table 5). At 13:00, the KS1 values led to a steeper saturation front than the KS2 values, therefore

the goodness of fit measures were higher
for KS1 than for KS2 (Figures 3b and 4b).
Because the KS1 values were lower than the
KS2 values, the KS1 values led to a slower
tracer infiltration into the deeper soils
horizons.

At 15:10, the KS1 values produced a higher
RNS than the KS2 values (Figures 3d and 4d)
because the KS1 values produced a better
correspondence between the observed and
simulated maximum concentration, located
in the C-horizon at approximately 2 m from
the irrigation source. The KS2 values led, for
their part, into a higher R2 than the KS1

Table 4. van Genuchten Model Parameters for Average Water Retention Measurements, the Maximum Saturated Hydraulic Conductiv-
ities Obtained From Inverse Modeling of Water Table Levels in the Slope, and Estimated Values of Dispersion Related Parameters in the
Total Soil Pore Spacea

Horizon a (cm21) b hR (m3 m23) N(pF) hS (m3 m23) N(hS) KS (cm s21) a* (cm2 s21) aL (cm) aT (cm)

E 0.036 1.504 0 11 0.324 11 4.0E-02 1.0E-06 50 5
B 0.025 1.353 0 11 0.331 11 2.3E-02 1.0E-06 50 5
BC 0.018 1.708 0 9 0.328 9 1.5E-02 1.0E-06 50 5
C 0.013 1.813 0 6 0.305 6 1.0E-02 1.0E-06 50 5

aN denotes sample size.

Table 5. Calibrated Parameter Values of the Dual-Permeability Model:
KS1 Values Produce the Highest Goodness of Fit at 13:00 and KS2 Values
at 15:10a

Horizon,
Domain

hR

(m3 m23)
hS

(m3 m23)
KS1

(cm s21)
KS2

(cm s21)
aWL

(cm22)

Ep 0 0.070 8.0E-02 1.0E-01 0.001
Bp 0 0.035 3.0E-02 5.0E-02 0.001
BCp 0 0.02 3.0E-03 7.0E-03 0.001
Cp 0 0.015 1.0E-03 2.0E-03 0.001
Em 0 0.254 0.001
Bm 0.02 0.296 0.001
BCm 0.008 0.308 0.001
Cm 0 0.290 0.001

aFor simulations of a longer time period (Figures 7e, 7f, 7k, and 7l), hS

in the soil matrix is 30% smaller.
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values because the KS2 values better reproduced the average chloride concentrations in the slope at 15:10.
The higher KS2 values produced a higher exchange of water and solute between the pore domains than the
lower KS1 values.

According to the calibration, the model was able to accurately simulate the chloride plume when it was
migrating in the upper, wet part of the experimental hillslope section and the irrigation contained chloride
(Figures 3b and 4b), but it overestimated the dilution of the plume when the irrigation was changed to
tracer-free water and the plume reached the lower, dry part (Figures 3d and 4d).

3.2. Model Validation
Model validation against the concentration data at 12:00, 14:00, 16:30, and 18:50 was consistent with the
model calibration: the model captured the observed plume when it was migrating in the wet part of the
slope (Figures 3a and 4a), but it could not correctly simulate the dilution of the plume when it reached the
dry part (Figures 3c and 4c). When the dilution continued, the goodness of fit slightly improved (Figures 3e,
3f and 4e, 4f).

Model validation against the water table data revealed that using the KS1 values, the model simulated the
water tables very accurately at the measurement locations (Figures 5a–5f). Rather high RNS values related to
the results obtained with the KS2 values implied that this parameterization also captured the observed maxi-
mum levels of the water table, but was less successful in reproducing the average levels because the R2 val-
ues were clearly lower (Figures 5g–5l). The main difference between the water tables related to the KS1 and
KS2 values was that the KS1 values captured the shape of the plume with its sharp saturation front, which
the KS2 values did not. Thus, validating the model against the water table data implied that the KS1 values
produced better simulation results than the KS2 values.

Figure 3. (a–f) Simulated chloride concentration in the preferential flow domain and (g–l) soil matrix with the parameterization presented
in Table 5, using the KS1 values.
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3.3. Predictions Provided by the Model
3.3.1. Concentration in the Soil Matrix
The simulated chloride concentrations in the soil matrix are presented in Figures 3g–3l and 4g–4l. The KS1

values produced higher chloride concentrations to the soil matrix than the KS2 values because the higher
KS2 values led to a faster transport and spreading of chloride than the KS1 values. For instance at 13:00, the
highest, simulated chloride concentration in the soil matrix, as produced by the KS1 values, was 570 mg L21,
and the average concentration of the plume was 84 mg L21 (Figure 3b). The KS2 values produced, for their
part, a maximum concentration of 560 mg L21 and an average concentration of 81 mg L21 at 13:00 (Figure
4b).

Overall, concentrations in the soil matrix were low during the whole simulation period as compared to the
concentrations in the preferential flow domain (Figures (3 and 4)). In the initially wet, upper part of the
experimental hillslope section, a high amount of tracer-free preevent water was stored in the soil matrix
and did not exit the domain. In the initially dry, lower part, both tracer-free event and preevent water satu-
rated the soil matrix; the tracer-free event water was transported to the dry part via preferential flow
domain in the E-horizon and B-horizon in the model.

3.3.2. Quantification of Lateral Tracer Transport and Tracer Exchange Between Pore Domains
The volume of the centerline grid cells was 4% of the total modeled soil volume. Considering the amount
of chloride down the centerline of slope, of the chloride fed into the soil 1.8% was in the preferential flow
domain and 2.3% in the soil matrix at 13:00, i.e., at the end of tracer irrigation (Figure 3b). At 15:10, i.e., the
end of tracer-free irrigation, 0.4% of the chloride fed into soil was in the preferential flow domain and 2.8%
in the soil matrix (Figure 3d). Even though more chloride was in the soil matrix than in the preferential flow
domain in the centerline both at 13:00 and 15:10, the chloride concentration was higher in the preferential
flow domain due to the smaller pore and water volume as compared to the soil matrix.

Figure 4. (a–f) Simulated chloride concentration in the preferential flow domain and (g–l) soil matrix with the parameterization presented
in Table 5, using the KS2 values.
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The amount of chloride in the preferential flow domain in the centerline was 76.7% lower at 15:10 than at
13:00, and the amount of chloride in the soil matrix was 41.5% higher at 15:10 than at 13:00. Thus, 48.9%
more chloride exited the preferential flow paths in the centerline than entered the soil matrix between
13:00 and 15:10. Chlorinated water did not only move from the preferential flow domain into the soil matrix
in the lateral direction, but also spread into the soil pores on the sides of the centerline in the 3-D model.
Considering the chloride mass balance in the whole 3-D calculation grid at 13:00, 41% of the irrigated chlo-
ride was in the preferential flow domain, 45% in the soil matrix, and 14% had flown outside the modeled
soil block on its sides. At 15:10, 11% of the irrigated chloride resided in the preferential flow domain, 63% in
the soil matrix, and 26% had flown outside the modeled soil block.

Figure 6 shows the simulated, lateral chloride transport and the chloride exchange between the soil matrix
and the preferential flow domain in detail (cf. Figure 3). The numbers represent the amount of chloride that
is transported from one model grid cell to another in the lateral direction, and from one pore domain to the
other within one model grid cell in the different soil horizons at the distance of 2 m (Figures 6a–6f) and 4 m
(Figures 6g–6l) from the irrigation source; the total pore volume in one grid cell varies from 1.2 dm3 in the
E-horizon to about 3.2 dm3 in the C-horizon.

At 12:00, the plume had not yet reached the distance of 2 or 4 m (Figures 6a and 6g).

At 13:00, the plume had crossed the distance of 2 m, and the soil profile was saturated up to the E-horizon.
Lateral flow in the preferential flow domain was the dominating transport mechanism, delivering 140 times
more chloride down the slope than the soil matrix (Figure 6b).

At 14:00, the plume had also reached the 4 m mark at the initially drier part of the slope. At this distance,
about the same amount of chloride migrated in the lateral direction in the preferential flow domain as was
transported from the preferential flow domain into the soil matrix in each layer of the entire soil profile
(Figure 6i), demonstrating the saturation process of soil and the simultaneous activation of lateral

Figure 5. (a–f) Measured and simulated water table when using the KS1 and (g–l) KS2 values (Table 5).
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subsurface stormflow near the leading edge of the saturation front. At the distance of 2 m, the amount of
chloride transported by lateral preferential flow reduced to less than a tenth in the E-horizon and B-horizon
and to a half in the C-horizon, as compared to the amounts at 13:00 (Figures 6b and 6c). This reduction was
due to the reduction of migration velocity of the saturation front, and due to the change of irrigation into
tracer-free water an hour earlier.

At 15:10, soil was saturated up to the B-horizon at the distance of 4 m. Due to the rather low migration
velocity of the saturation front near its leading edge, lateral chloride transport in the preferential flow
domain did not clearly dominate the subsurface flow processes (Figure 6j). Lateral chloride transport in the
soil matrix was as high as the lateral transport in the preferential flow domain in the C-horizon and about
6% of the lateral chloride transport in the preferential flow domain in the B-horizon. However, the amount
of chloride transported in the lateral direction in the preferential flow domain at 15:10 increased when com-
pared to the amount at 14:00 (Figures 6c, 6d, 6i, and 6j). At the distance of 2 m, the chloride increase
resulted from the chloride remains in the last irrigation tank, and at the distance of 4 m from the increase in
lateral flow velocity.

Figure 6. (a–f) Lateral chloride transport in the preferential flow domain, p, and in the soil matrix, m, as well as chloride transport (i.e.,
exchange) between the pore domains at the distance of 2 m and (g–l) 4 m from the irrigation source in the different soil horizons in the
centerline grid cells.
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At 16:30 (and 18:50), 1 h 20 min (and 3 h 40 min) after irrigation stopped, the slope drained, and the water
table withdrew toward the bedrock. Consequently the fraction of lateral chloride transport in the soil matrix
increased in relation to the lateral transport in the preferential flow domain at the 2 m mark (Figures 6e and
6f). The fraction of chloride transport in the soil matrix was larger in the uppermost soil horizons where the
water table was no longer present. Draining of the slope also induced chloride transport from the soil
matrix into the preferential flow domain, particularly in the B-horizon (Figures 6e and 6f). At the distance of
4 m, the upper soil horizons drained quicker than at the 2 m mark, and a greater fraction of lateral flow in
the slope took place near the bedrock as compared to the upper soil horizons (Figures 6k and 6l).

3.4. Reference Simulations With a Traditional One Pore Domain Model
The model was run in a traditional one pore domain mode using the default parameterization presented in
Table 4. As presented as an example for time points 13:00 and 15:10, the one pore domain model underesti-
mated the spreading of the chloride plume (Figures 7a and 7b) and the water table (Figures 7g and 7h)
even though the highest measured values of the initial soil moisture content were used (Table 2). Means to
increase the migration velocity of the plume were to increase the KS values and to lower the hS values in the
model. When the KS values (Table 4) were multiplied by 1.5, the model still produced similar plumes than
those in Figures 7a and 7b. This was because the soil did not saturate in the E-horizon and B-horizon when
the higher KS values were used, and the migration velocity of the plume did not thereby increase.

When the hS values (Table 4) were multiplied by 0.5, and the KS values (Table 4) were replaced with the cali-
brated KS1 values of the preferential flow domain (Table 5), the chloride plume spread further downslope
(Figures 7c and 7d) and the form of the saturation front got sharper (Figures 7i and 7j). However, the good-
ness of fit only improved at 13:00 (Figures 7c and 7i), but not at 15:10 (Figures 7d and 7j). Thus, halving the

Figure 7. (a, b, g, and h) Reference results from one pore domain simulations when using the parameterization of Table 4. (c, d, i, and j)
Reference results from one pore domain simulations when halving the hS values (Table 4) and replacing the KS values (Table 4) with the
KS1 values of Table 5. (e, f, k, and l) Results from two pore domain simulations when using the parameterization of Table 5 with the KS1 val-
ues and when starting the simulation from the beginning of the initial irrigation period.
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hS values improved the simulated migration velocity of the saturation front when the plume was flowing in
the initially wet part of the experimental hillslope section (Figure 7i), but when the plume reached the ini-
tially dry part, the migration velocity was too fast (Figure 7j).

3.5. Simulation of a Longer Time Period
Simulation of a longer time period was conducted by starting a two pore domain simulation from the
beginning of the initial irrigation period (section 2.2). The simulation was run with the calibrated parameter
values presented in Table 5, using the KS1 values. The correspondence between the simulated and observed
chloride concentrations was lower than in the simulations of the tracer experiment only, as shown in Fig-
ures 7e and 7f at time points 13:00 and 15:10. The modeled migration velocity of the plume did not reach
the observed level (Figures 7k and 7l).

Test runs (not shown) verified that increasing the initial moisture status of soil even above the measured
maximum could not increase the flow velocity to the observed level. Also, increased KS values in the prefer-
ential flow domain could not produce high enough flow velocities because the soil lo longer saturated and
the theoretical, maximum, lateral flow velocity was not reached. Only the use of lowered hS values could
produce the observed migration velocity of the plume. Using 30% lower hS values of the soil matrix than
presented in Table 5 produced results similar to those presented in Figures 3 and 5a–5f; the R2 and RNS val-
ues were only 0.01 units lower than in Figure 3 at every time point except for 14:00 and 18:50 when the RNS

values were 0.04 units higher.

4. Discussion

4.1. Flow and Transport Processes During the Experiment
4.1.1. Initiation of the Event
Previous experimental work has shown that preferential flow is dependent on the initial soil moisture con-
tent and on the intensity and duration of rainfall [Jarvis, 2007]. Furthermore, initiation of macropore flow
and water exchange between macropores and the soil matrix have a marked influence on the resulting run-
off generation processes [Weiler and Naef, 2000]. At the beginning of our experiment, the hillslope was wet
but not saturated in the vicinity of the irrigation source. At the onset of tracer irrigation, most event water
entered the preferential flow domain directly, and displaced the preevent water to the surrounding macro-
pores and into the soil matrix. This is consistent with other field-based experiments that have shown that in
coarse-textured soils, the soil matrix saturates via macropores before preferential flow in the macropores ini-
tiates [Aubertin, 1971; Weiler and Naef, 2003]. The dual-permeability model captured the early stages of the
stormflow event.

4.1.2. Transport in Wet Soil During Tracer Irrigation
Our experiment was in contrast to events with low rainfall and infiltration intensities that can mobilize large
amounts of preevent water that produce runoff [Bishop et al., 2004]. The tracer irrigation generated lateral
subsurface stormflow that was dominated by preferential by-pass flow of chlorinated event water. Weiler
and Naef [2000] and Kienzler and Naef [2008] have shown that when infiltrating precipitation feeds directly
into preferential flow paths, lateral subsurface stormflow responds quickly with correspondingly low pree-
vent water fractions. The rapid response of the observed water tables and chloride concentrations to the
tracer irrigation, along with the fast, lateral by-pass flow of chlorinated event water in the initially wet soil
suggested that individual, short macropore segments rapidly self-organized into larger preferential flow sys-
tems [cf. Sidle et al., 2001]. The model mimicked the lateral transport dominated by by-pass flow.

4.1.3. Dilution and Draining Phase
Changing the irrigation into tracer-free water rapidly flushed chloride from the preferential flow domain in
the E-horizon and B-horizon due to the ongoing fast by-pass flow, but chloride was stored in the preferential
flow domain in the BC-horizon and C-horizon at a distance of about 2 m from the irrigation source. This
remaining chloride and its slow dilution indicated that the macropore volume, density, and connectivity, as
well as the lateral flow velocity, were low in the lower soil horizons. Preferential flow paths have not been
detected at the soil-bedrock interface in the midslope area of the Kangaslampi slope [Laine-Kaulio, 2011].

Low chloride concentrations in the whole soil profile farther downslope showed that water entering the soil
pores in the initially dry part of the experimental slope section originated from lateral by-pass flow in the
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upper soil horizons, indicative of transmissivity feedback [Bishop, 1991; Bishop et al., 2011]. The transmissiv-
ity feedback phenomenon was also shown by the hydraulic conductivities and tracer transport rates that
increased nonlinearly from the C-horizon to the E-horizon. The model simulated the transmissivity feedback
phenomenon, but it overestimated the dilution velocity of the tracer plume in the most conductive upper
soil horizons after changing the irrigation to tracer-free water. The model did thereby not reproduce the
observed dilution dynamics of the plume. The simultaneous withdrawal of the water table was correctly
simulated by the model. The E-horizon and B-horizon drained quickly, whereas flow and transport in the C-
horizon were fed by water draining from the upper soil horizons and from upslope.

4.2. Model Structural Compatibility
Our model accurately simulated the water table levels during the entire observation period (Figures 5a–5f),
as well as the tracer concentrations in the preferential flow domain when the plume was migrating in the
initially wet part of the slope (Figures 3a–3f). Shortcomings related to the simulation of the dilution phase
implied that we oversimplified the mathematical description of water and solute exchange between the
two pore domains in our model. We used the same value for awl in all soil horizons, and simplified the calcu-
lation of solute exchange [Gerke and van Genuchten, 1993a] to only account for advective exchange. In addi-
tion, parameter values that only changed with depth did not account for the unknown, exact 3-D spatial
variability of highly heterogeneous till.

To alter the simulated dilution in future studies, different awl values should be calibrated for the different
soil horizons, and different definitions for the exchange term that also describe the diffusive exchange
between the pore domains, and that rely on the moisture status of the more dynamic preferential flow
domain [e.g., Ray et al., 2004; Gerke et al., 2007] need to be tested. Including the diffusive exchange in the
model is particularly important for longer simulations of natural, lower intensity rainfall-runoff events, as
shown by Gerke and K€ohne [2004] for an agricultural field in Germany. Test runs (not shown) indicate that
activating the diffusive exchange [cf. Gerke and van Genuchten, 1993a] in our model does not alone cause
clear improvements in the simulation results because of the short observation period of about 7 h. For
instance, using the maximum value of the diffusive solute exchange coefficient presented in G€arden€as et al.
[2006] improve the R2 value at the very worst performing time point in our simulations (cf. Figure 3c) only
by 0.01 and the RNS value only by 0.05 units.

Despite the limitations in simulating the dilution dynamics, the dual-permeability model mimicked the
observed event better than a one pore domain model (Figures 3 and 7a–7d, 7g–7j). None of the irrigated
tracer could migrate rapidly downslope in the total soil pore space in the one pore domain model. Attempts
to simulate the observed, fast spreading of the tracer with the one pore domain model necessitated lower-
ing the total hS values of soil, still feeding all of the irrigated water volume unrealistically to the halved soil
pore space. Yet, the one pore domain model could not mimic the observed solute concentrations because
tracer-free preevent water could not exit the single pore domain during the tracer-irrigation, and chlori-
nated water could not exit the single pore domain after changing the irrigation to tracer-free water. Due to
the mismatch between observed and simulated migration velocities and concentration dynamics of the
tracer plume, the one pore domain approach could neither describe the average tracer transport of the two
pore domains, nor the transport in the preferential flow domain only.

4.3. Effect of Parameterization on the Model Behavior
The parameterization principle used in this study differed from approaches used in earlier applications of
similar physically based models at agricultural sites [e.g., G€arden€as et al., 2006; K€ohne et al., 2006; Vogel et al.,
2007; Gerke et al., 2007; Du�sek et al., 2010]. These studies have commonly used fixed parameter values
obtained from soil core analyses of, for instance, KS. In our case, calibrating the KS and hS values of the pref-
erential flow domain together with the awl value between the pore domains against the chloride concentra-
tion data revealed the sensitivity of the model to these interacting parameters. The 1-D, two pore domain
S1D model [Du�sek et al., 2010] was found to be sensitive to this same parameter triplet when simulating the
discharge from a forested, sandy loam hillside in the Czech Republic [Dohnal et al., 2012].

Small hS and high KS values of the preferential flow domain ensured, in combination with a moderate awl

value, a high migration velocity for the saturation front. The concentration levels at different depths con-
trolled the depth distribution of the hS and KS values. Adjusted values of hS and awl were, for their part,
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crucial for simulating the observed, high concentrations during the tracer irrigation and for increasing the
dilution velocity when the irrigation was changed to tracer-free water. The simulations emphasized the sen-
sitivity of the model to the KS values of the preferential flow domain. The inclusion of the initial irrigation
period into simulation further revealed the importance of determining a reliable estimate for the total hS.

The ability to identify parameter values of two pore domain models has been problematic in previous stud-
ies with few clear suggestions for what kind of experimental data would support the identifiability of the
underlying model [e.g., Arora et al., 2012]. Our results indicate that tracer data facilitate the model calibra-
tion, and that data from a manipulation experiment provide means to test model structures (as proposed
by Kirchner [2006]). Data on the soil moisture dynamics and on the solute concentrations in soil matrix are
needed to further assess the model parameterization and structure. For instance, additional data are
needed to assess the parameter values that were fixed in the present study, and to evaluate the suitability
of the model to other events and sites.

4.4. Analysis of Calibrated Parameter Values
4.4.1. Saturated Hydraulic Conductivity
The calibrated KS values of the preferential flow domain (Table 5) were higher than those determined for till
soil cores for the nearby study catchment of Kangasvaara [M€ott€onen, 2000], or for soil core analyses of Fin-
nish tills in general [e.g., Airaksinen, 1978] as well as for Scandinavian tills with a variety of field methods
[Lind and Lundin, 1990]. None of the laboratory or field methods correspond to the hillslope section scale of
the present study. We note that KS has been found to be scale dependent [e.g., Jenssen, 1990; Buttle and
House, 1997]. The calibrated KS values of the preferential flow domain decreased rapidly with depth and
were strongly controlled by the macroporous soil structure [cf. Lind and Lundin, 1990].

4.4.2. Saturated Soil Moisture Content
The calibrated hS values of the preferential flow domain (Table 5) were higher than the measured air capaci-
ties (Table 3) and smaller than effective porosities of forest soils reported by others [e.g., Dunn et al., 2007].
The total hS values in the different soil horizons were fixed, and their values corresponded with the poros-
ities reported for Finnish tills [Airaksinen, 1978]. However, including the initial irrigation period in the two
pore domain simulation indicated that the average, measurement-based, total hS values of soil were too
high. Capturing of the observed tracer plume in that case with the model required lowering the hS values of
soil matrix by 30%. This led to a total, average hS of about 0.24 in the E-horizon, B-horizon, and BC-horizon,
and 0.22 in the C-horizon. These values were within the range of variation of the measured hS values (Table
1). It is also important to notice that our hS measurements originated from soil cores that were saturated in
a laboratory. Such values have been found 30% larger than hS values measured in the field conditions for
same soil material, implying that soil cores may produce unreliable hS estimates due to sample manipula-
tions [Vakkilainen, 1982].

4.4.3. Water Exchange Coefficient Between Pore Domains
The optimal value for awl was found by simultaneously adjusting the KS and hS values of the preferential
flow domain. In the HYDRUS model [e.g., �Simůnek et al., 1999, 2003], it is possible to choose the same defini-
tion for the water exchange as was used in the present study, and reference values are available for awl

from agricultural sites: K€ohne et al. [2006] obtained a awl value of 0.0035 cm22 as a result of inverse model-
ing when simulating 1-D flow in loam and sand soil columns, and 1-D bromide transport in a tile-drained,
loamy field in Germany, and G€arden€as et al. [2006] set the awl value to 0.004 cm22 for simulations of 2-D
pesticide transport from a tile-drained, loamy till soil field in Sweden. These values are about 4 times higher
than the value obtained in the present study, i.e., 0.001 cm22. According to test runs (not shown), a 10 times
larger awl value, i.e., 0.01 cm22, caused minor changes to our simulation results, but a 10 times smaller awl

value, i.e., 0.0001 cm22, led to poor simulation results. Thus, studies of K€ohne et al. [2006] and G€arden€as
et al. [2006], as well as our study, suggest a similar value for awl.

5. Conclusions

This study focused on performing a parallel and coupled 3-D simulation of flow and solute transport in the
preferential flow paths and soil matrix within a boreal forested hillslope. A hillslope section-scale tracer
experiment was used to describe the temporal dynamics of tracer concentration in the preferential flow
domain, as well as the water table dynamics along the study slope during the initiation, steady state, and
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recession stages of an irrigation pulse. Fixing the values of most model parameters and calibrating the
model against the tracer data made it possible to find a rather unambiguous set of parameter values. It also
allowed us to assess the structural compatibility of the two pore domain model within the framework of the
parameterization. While the field data described the lateral migration of the tracer plume in the preferential
flow domain, the model produced a description of flow and transport in and between the two pore
domains.

The two pore domain model provided a better description of the observed event than a traditional one
pore domain model. The one pore domain model could neither describe the average tracer transport of the
two pore domains, nor the transport in the preferential flow domain only. The dual-permeability model was
able to accurately reproduce the internal processes associated with each of the stages of the observed
event except for the dilution dynamics of the tracer plume. Lateral subsurface stormflow and solute trans-
port at the slope were controlled by transmissivity feedback and preferential flow processes. Using our own
model made it possible to directly access the source code and examine separate water and solute fluxes
between the model grid cells and pore domains. In future studies using our model, it will be possible to
define and test different calculation routines for, e.g., the solute exchange term.

Finally, the simulations presented in this paper are promising for further use of Richards’ equation-based
dual-permeability models in forest sites. For instance, assessment of water quality effects of forestry relies
on a holistic understanding of element cycles, including the ability of soil to retain, release and transport
nutrients in transient moisture conditions. Using new information on sorption and transport processes of
nutrients in the preferential flow paths and in the soil matrix of forest soil [e.g., Backn€as et al., 2012], and
linking a detailed decomposition model [e.g., Laine-Kaulio et al., 2014] into an advanced two pore domain
model, provide hope for new insights into nutrient transport in forest soils.
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